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Bose® AE2wBluetooth® headphones Owner's Guide Music makes you feel free. The wires can't stop it. SoundLink® wireless headphones are designed for exceptional sound that stays consistent at any volume thanks to a combination of exclusive technologies. With clean calls in any environment,
durable materials and a comfortable fit, you can enjoy wireless freedom. And uncompromising performance. If you didn't think wireless headphones sound as good as wired, wait until you hear ours. Achieve deep, immersive sound and seamlessly switch between two Bluetooth® devices without missing a
beat from your music — and multifunctional control of the right ear-cap means you don't have to access your device to adjust volume or music. And for NFC-enabled phones, just touch the side of the right ear capsule for quick and easy pairing.* These headphones are designed to give you a better
wireless experience — because nothing comes between you and your music.* The NFC feature of the iPhone 6/6 Plus or 7/7 Plus only allows apple pay features. That doesn't make it easy to pair. Please use the pairing instructions for phones that do not have NFC functionality. A better wireless
experience starts from the hearing table. With a combination of TriPort technology and Active EQ, SoundLink ® wireless headphones deliver sharp, powerful sound at any volume. Small volume Handsfree speakerphone at work? Consistent performance at lower volume. Turn it up at high volume for your
commute? Your music will get deep, immersive sound when you want it out loud. When you're silent all day, you'll probably have to make a phone call. They are designed to optimize communication at both ends. The advanced microphone system with HD Voice is clear even in windy situations, while the
controls on the ear cap allow you to make/end calls without reaching your device. With the improved side tone, you'll sound as natural as if you weren't wearing headphones. If you want to take your music anywhere, you need headphones to keep up. It's made of shock-resistant materials, glass-filled
nylon and corrosion-resistant stainless steel to survive on the go. Their excellent comfort means they're also designed for day-to-day silence. The continuous headband has a ® alcantara cushion that evenly distributes weight and increases stability. Soft cushioning ear pads provide a comfortable fit
around the ear. Wireless range up to 9 m (30 ft) Charging time: 3 hours full charge = 15 hours of playback time (15 minutes fast charging = 2 hours of playback time) SoundLink® wireless around the ear II USB Charging Cable Back-up Audio Cable Carry Case Rated 5 out of 5 by RAS from My
BoseEarphones I love them exactly as they say! Sounds perfect! Date released: 2020-12-08 Rated 5 out of 5 bose ears Amazing I'm so grateful for the head set. What is a for audio output, there is no comparison with any other similar product Date published: 2020-12-08 Bose SoundLink® tab around
wireless headphones II are compatible with other Bluetooth devices that use Bluetooth 2.1 (or later) specifications that support Bluetooth A2DP, handsfree and headset profiles. Yes, they can maintain connectivity with two Bluetooth devices at the same time with multipoint technology. Short-range
communication (NFC) is a short-range wireless technology that allows two NFC-enabled devices to communicate with each other when they are directly close together, usually below 10 cm (4). If you place an NFC-enabled device, such as a smartphone, near the headset's right earpiece, you pair them
with the device via Bluetooth. If you place the device near the ear cap a second time, the headphones cannot be paired. For NFC-enabled phones, simply turn on the headphones by sliding the three-position power switch to the center. Then tap the back of your phone at the beginning of the right ear tip,
where you'll see the embossed NFC logo, and follow the link to follow the question. If you don't have an NFC-enabled phone, first make sure the headphones are turned on by sliding the power switch to the middle position. Then press the power switch on the Bluetooth icon until the Bluetooth LED flashes
blue or the voice UI gives additional instructions. Now follow the instructions in the Bluetooth menu on your smartphone to connect your headphones. The NFC feature of the iPhone 6/6 Plus or 7/7 Plus only allows apple pay features. That doesn't make it easy to pair. Please use the pairing instructions for
phones that do not have NFC functionality. Many TVs don't have bluetooth wireless functionality. Although the tax will technically work, the experience does not meet Bose's expectations. There will be a disturbing delay between the audio and video that reduces the experience. Yes. If the source used for
VoIP is Bluetooth technology with a hands-free profile, bose soundlink® wireless headphones around the ear II can be used for calls. The audio cable allows you to listen to bose soundlink ® wireless headphones II around the ear with non-Bluetooth devices (MP3, CD and DVD players, PCs) in conditions
where bluetooth connectivity is unavailable or the headphones' battery is depleted. Keep in mind that the sound will sound different because the headphones don't have the electrical electronics that implement active EQ built into the wireless control module. Most game consoles don't use the same
Bluetooth protocols as SoundLink® headphones. A2DP requires audio from the headphones, so it only works for communication, not gaming In general, audio/video latency will be excessive and most prominent in games where action and sound need to be synchronized. Casual casual gamers sound
effects. To pair your headphones with your device, follow these steps. You can also download The Bose Connect app for easy setup and more: On the right ear tip, slide the Power button all the way to the Bluetooth® symbol and hold it down until you hear Ready to pair. The Bluetooth display also flashes
blue. The headphones are now discoverable. Under Bluetooth settings, on your mobile device, make sure Bluetooth is turned on and locate the headphones under Devices. Depending on your operating system, you may need to choose Pair new device or similar. Select Bose AE2 SoundLink from the
device list. The Connected &lt;device name=&gt;and Bluetooth indicator are permanently white. If you are prompted to enter a password, type 0000 and press OK. The headset can store eight devices in memory. When turned on, the headset automatically connects to the first two devices in memory, such
as a voice transfer and a phone for calls. If you're connected to a Windows PC, you might see 2 different icons in the device pairing list (a device icon and a headphone icon). Make sure you choose the headset icon. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 24 Table of Contents 25
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